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President’s Message 
by Janet Taylor 

In November, the trees are standing all sticks and bones. Without 

their leaves, how lovely they are, spreading their arms like dancers. 

They know it is time to be still. 

Cynthia Rylant 

This past week, Patrick and I enjoyed some vacation time in 

Quebec.  We must have taken over 1000 photos between us.  This is 

where I ask; what did I see?  Was it only through my camera lens?  Was I only looking for 

the light? 

Sometimes, as photographers we become so involved in looking for photographic 

opportunities that we forget to take a breath and just enjoy scenery, watch people enjoying a 

drink at a café, notice the architecture.  

Don’t get me wrong, there was plenty to see in Old Quebec City.  I 

made myself dizzy looking at the European charm of 300-year-old 

buildings, cobbled streets, and diners enjoying a meal en plein air.  

But, I needed to take a breath and slow down - really see what was 

in front of me, and allow myself a few moments to absorb the 

colours,  light, and activities. 

So, take your time, take in the scenery, and take a deep breath. 

And on a lighter note:  A photographer’s lens fell off her camera - 

she was 

fined for 

indecent 

exposure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photos by Janet Taylor 
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NPC Featured Photographer 
by Peter Gorski 

 

 

My hometown is Kingston Ontario, where I attended 

Queen's University and St Lawrence College. After 

graduation, I embarked on a career with the Federal 

Government in Scarborough, London, and finally 

Belleville, where I retired.  My wife Gail and I live in 

Quinte West and have 5 grandchildren.  My pastimes 

include boating, fishing, computers and travelling.  

Favourite destinations are South Carolina, Tennessee, 

Florida, Bahamas, and the north eastern US.   

 

 

 

My main interests in photography involve action in the outdoors. 

Generally speaking, this includes wildlife, waterfalls, fireworks, 

air shows, and boat races, etc.  Portraits, weddings or other 

gatherings of people are not my strong suit.  For the most part, if 

there is an event that looks interesting, I will try to be there with 

my camera ready. 

 

In 1978 I purchased a Minolta XD11 35 mm film camera, 

complete with 200mm, 50mm and 35mm lenses.  I used this 

camera for several years before making the switch to digital about 15 years ago.  The advent 

of digital photography has opened a whole new era in the hobby.  In days of film, you would 

send your roll of film out to be developed and wait two weeks only to 

find your images were all crap.   

 I search out waterfalls on the Niagara Escarpment from Owen Sound to 

Hamilton and Ancaster.  I have 

also photographed many 

waterfalls in New York State, 

Tennessee and Quebec.  
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With digital photography, you can review your shots instantly, make the necessary 

corrections and continue with your shoot.  Digital media cards can hold thousands of 

images; expensive roll film is now a distant 

memory.  With the use of software, the images 

can be manipulated, cropped, errors corrected 

and printed (if desired) at your home computer 

station.   

 

At air shows it is easy to take 1000 images 

or more of aircraft doing their 

manoeuvres. This year I have been to air 

shows in Peterborough, CNE, Brantford, 

and Gatineau.  

 

 

 

 

 

 For fast boat action, Poker Runs     and hydroplane races 

are held in Kingston and Brockville annually. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fireworks are another favorite of mine. Kingston, 

Belleville and Trenton host fireworks in May and 

July each year. July 4 fireworks over Boldt Castle 

at Alexandria Bay, New York are spectacular.  

Gatineau hosts international fireworks competitions 

each year in August.  For a chance to see and 

photograph world class fireworks, add this to your 

bucket list. 
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Prince Edward County and Presqu’ile Provincial Park are great spots for migrating ducks 

and songbirds. There are also deer, foxes and owls to be seen here.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I like Wolfe Island and Amherst Island in the 

winter; they are great spots to photograph Snowy Owls. 

 

My most memorable photographic event occurred Oct 28, 

2014 at NASA's Wallops Island in Virginia USA. An 

unmanned Anteres Rocket was about to be launched to 

resupply the International Space Station. Fifteen seconds 

after launch the rocket failed catastrophically resulting in 

an explosion.  The rocket and payload were totally 

destroyed for a loss of $200 million. An unfortunate loss 

for NASA but an unparalleled photo opportunity for me. 

 

I currently use a Canon 7D Mark2 camera 

Most used lens is Canon 100-400L V2 

Also Canon 70-105L, Canon 17-40L, Canon 50 mm f1.4, and a Tamron 70-200 f2.8  
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What’s In The Bag? 
by Allan J. Short 
 

   

 
 

Patricia Calder asked me to write articles for the Monitor entitled 

‘What’s in the Bag”. It was suggested that it would be about new 

items that we all could use as photographers. Well, I thought, 

what is old to me might be new to you; so here goes gear item 

#one. 

This item is one that I have used for years. I actually have 4 of 

them, two at 67mm dia. and two at 77mm dia. They are known 

as an Enhancing Filter by Tiffen and a Red Intensifier Filter by 

Hoya. I have the Tiffen (and B+W which you can no longer get). 

I am adding a link to B&H in New York City where you can purchase them and read up on 

what they can do (at the bottom of the article). 

Now I know what you are thinking (well not really, it is just a good saying to lead into what 

I am going to say). Why purchase these filters? Well, I will tell you why I bought them: 

because of my sunglasses! Yeah, really, my sunglasses. I found that looking at fall colours 

with my glasses on, the lighter reds, pinks, yellows, oranges, and browns would “pop” a bit; 

while looking without the glasses the colours were dull and uninteresting. By adding the use 

of these filters, life was brought back into those colours. I usually put the filters on in the 

spring and they tend to remain on all year. During the summer I sometimes shoot flowers. 

Along the Dempster HWY that I travelled this fall, the colours on the ground were created 

by patches of different plants. For the most part the colours looked dull. Adding the filter 

made them pop somewhat. Then I used the computer to give them my final vision. 

If you are not sure of the results, check with our expert flower and stacker shooter, Elisabeth 

LaFontaine who posted a beautiful shot of some flowers. One of our members (forgive me I 

can’t remember who) commented on the colours. Elisabeth replied that she used (you 

guessed it) one of those filters. The person replied, “Who would have known?” to which 

Elisabeth stated that it was none other than your humble self, me, Allan Short. It is true: it is 

on Facebook, so it must be true.  

 

I’ll sign off until next month, when your humble self, me, Allan Short will return. Oh, I 

nearly forgot the link: 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?ci=160&fct=fct_filter-series_37%7choya-red-

intensifier%2bfct_filter-series_37%7csingh-ray-lb-color-intensifier%2bfct_circular-

sizes_27%7c77mm%2bfct_filter-series_37%7ctiffen-enhancing&N=4026728345& 

  

As an added bonus I understand that using one of these filters can help cut down on the 

sodium light pollution you come up against in astrophotography. It is not as good as the 

special filters that they have now but a lot cheaper for occasional use. 

 

 

 

https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?ci=160&fct=fct_filter-series_37%7choya-red-intensifier%2bfct_filter-series_37%7csingh-ray-lb-color-intensifier%2bfct_circular-sizes_27%7c77mm%2bfct_filter-series_37%7ctiffen-enhancing&N=4026728345&
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?ci=160&fct=fct_filter-series_37%7choya-red-intensifier%2bfct_filter-series_37%7csingh-ray-lb-color-intensifier%2bfct_circular-sizes_27%7c77mm%2bfct_filter-series_37%7ctiffen-enhancing&N=4026728345&
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?ci=160&fct=fct_filter-series_37%7choya-red-intensifier%2bfct_filter-series_37%7csingh-ray-lb-color-intensifier%2bfct_circular-sizes_27%7c77mm%2bfct_filter-series_37%7ctiffen-enhancing&N=4026728345&
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Portrait Lighting 
by Terry Self 

 

The word “portrait” is defined as a pictorial presentation of a person, 

especially of the face. To achieve an outstanding image, lighting, pose, facial 

expression, camera angle, background, and setting are considered. 

 

The camera is usually at the subject’s eye level: lower shortens the nose, etc.: 

higher widens the forehead, lengthens the nose, etc. Poses can vary from full 

face, 3/4 face, and if the nose protrudes beyond the cheek: split profile; if one 

eye disappears: true profile. The end of nose should never merge with the 

line of the cheek. Focus point is the eye nearest the camera. 

 

Lighting is important to create the illusion of depth with shadows, rather than having a flat 

image created by equal illumination of all areas of the face. 

 

Four prime types of lighting are: Basic, Rembrandt, Butterfly and Dramatic or Split. 

 

BASIC: the main light will light the side of the face closest to the camera. 

A shadow appears on the other side with a triangular light patch. Its 

boundaries run along the shadow from the nose to  

the corner of the mouth, along the shadow on the cheek, to cross the cheek, 

back to the nose running just above the eye. A fill is placed close to the 

camera to soften shadows. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<REMBRANDT: This is the same lighting 

arrangement as BASIC, but the camera is on the shaded side 

of the face with the triangle close to the camera. 
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<BUTTERFLY: The main light is close to and above the 

camera, creating a shadow, usually 1/2 way between the 

nose and upper lip. Fills can be used on both sides of the 

face. I used this lighting mostly in fashion photographs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DRAMATIC/SPLIT: The face is split in half, 

with the main lighting 1/2 the face, the other 1/2 

in deep shadow (no fill). 

 

 

 

LOW KEY PORTRAIT: thinking of the 

Zone System, about 2/3 of the image uses the 

tones nearest the black end of the scale, the 

rest uses the other grey tones to white. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HIGH KEY PORTRAIT: Most of a high key portrait will have about 2/3 of it with greys 

closest to white; the rest will be the darker tones to black. 

 

This information applies to colour and B&W images. A most successful portrait will record 

the reaction of the photographer to the subject and portray characteristics of the subject. 
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Book Review 
 by David O’Rourke 

 

The Street Photographer’s Manual by David Gibson 

 (Thames & Hudson, 2014) 192 pages,  $28.95 

 

The roots of Street Photography are generally traced to the 1950’s 

with Henri Cartier-Bresson’s The Decisive Moment (1952) and 

Robert Frank’s The Americans (1958). (Frank died in September 

in Nova Scotia.)  

 

The cardinal rule of street photography is that the subject or 

moment is never posed ahead of time. This is in contrast to street 

portraits such as those found in Brandon Stanton’s extremely 

entertaining book Humans of New York (2013), which is another 

genre.  

Street photography is always done in a public place, usually urban, 

though it doesn’t have to be. Similarly, it is usually done in black and white, but again this is 

not necessary. The black and white just helps with establishing the mood or soul of the 

photo (colour can sometimes be a little distracting) as well as giving it a kind of retro look 

that street photographers like.  

Finally, in street photography, very little post-processing (digital manipulation) is done. 

Above all, keep it real.  

If you have an interest in this kind of photography, David Gibson’s The Street 

Photographer’s Manual is an excellent buy. While it is rather chaotically organized, it is 

filled with tips, photos, projects and profiles of already established street photographers.  

Gibson himself is one of the featured photographers in the book Street Photography Now 

(2011). He knows his stuff and in this book explains it well.  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

 

 

 

“Every master was once a beginner” 

 

Editor’s note: A big “thank you” to Susan Dubois for submitting this 

charming photograph to our newsletter. 
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Smart Thinking 
by Russ Donaldson, The Old Point & Shooter. 

 

 

 
 

 

The old point & shooter is considering this new model camera. What do you think?  Will it do 

justice to my images? 

 

I’ve tried hard soliciting opinions without much success, so I decided to pose the question to our 

dog & cat. 

 
The dog thinks … Hey, these people I live with take great pictures of me already. 
They feed me, love me, provide me with a nice warm, dry house, pet me and take 

good care of me… THEY MUST BE GODS!!! 

 
On the other hand, 
 

The cat thinks… Hey, these people I live with take great pictures of me 
already. They feed me, love me, provide me with a nice warm, dry 
house, pet me and take good care of me…. I MUST BE A GOD!!! 
 
 

So, I’m still no further ahead.  Maybe I’ll just stick with my “old point & 
shoot.” It’s hard to improve on perfection! 
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On Photographing Wildlife 
by Barbara Husband 

 
I find it so interesting how we evolve as photographers. When I got my 

first DSLR, in 2015, I was overwhelmed with all that I needed to learn.  

Along the way I came to understand we never stop learning, growing, and 

pushing our boundaries as photographers.  

 

I started photographing wildlife 

about two years ago and a 

passion was born. I absolutely 

love the challenge of getting a 

creature's eye in focus and 

capturing their movement. 

Watching their behaviour and 

antics makes me laugh out loud 

at times and being still in their 

environment observing them really lifts my spirits. 

Sometimes coming across a beautiful creature 

unexpectedly can make me feel like I've won the 

lottery.  

 

 

 

One of the biggest lessons I've learned, and I learned it the hard 

way, is how important it is to actually be in the moment with 

nature and her creatures before even bringing my camera to my 

eye. There's a calm in that which can lead to a special 

photograph. When you're calm you notice things, such as your 

camera isn't turned on lol (that was my hard lesson).  

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

 

Wildlife photography has taught me patience and a real appreciation for all the different birds 

and animals that surround us. 
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Hearing the sweet 

sounds of small birds 

or the squawking of a 

Blue Heron or Egret, 

or seeing a majestic 

Bald Eagle just 

makes me smile and 

feel happy that I'm 

outside, in whatever 

the weather, to 

witness it. Sometimes 

I just don't get the 

shot, but I've had the 

experience and I think that's the real gift.  

 

 

 

 

I shoot wildlife with a Nikon D7100 

and a Nikkor 200-500 mm lens, or a 

Sigma 70-200 mm Sport.lens.  Most 

of the time I'm hand-holding my 

camera, but I will use my tripod if I 

can. 

 

 

Photos captured and submitted by Barbara Husband 

 

 

 

Photo Quotes: 
  

“To me, photography is an art of observation. It’s about finding something interesting in an 

ordinary place… I’ve found it has little to do with the things you see and everything to do 

with the way you see them.” 

— Elliott Erwitt 

 

 

“A good photograph is one that communicates a fact, touches the heart and leaves the 

viewer a changed person for having seen it. It is, in a word, effective.” 

— Irving Penn 
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 NPC Outings Report  
 by Sandra Peters    

 

 

 A very popular outing in October was the trip to the “car 

graveyard” in Kendal.  You go over a stream, up a hill and into 

the woods to find hundreds of cars, buses and trucks in various 

states of decay amongst the fallen leaves.    

 

Weather, however, 

was not on our side for this outing.  It had to be 

postponed twice, but when we finally got there 

on Friday, October 18th we had a perfect day for 

shooting.    Sixteen club members were there – 

fewer than the 26 who had planned to go earlier 

in the week.  We will try to return here in the 

spring to give those members, who could not 

make it, a chance to photograph this hidden 

gem.  Many thanks to Myra Pritchett for 

organizing this outing.  
 

Weather did co-operate fully for the trip to the cranberry fields in 

Bala on October 8th.  One vehicle of photographers made this trip 

and had a very full day exploring a few Muskoka towns and back 

roads.   

It appears that weather will also co-operate for our final October 

outing to Goodrich-Loomis Conservation area near Brighton on the 

23rd.  Terry Self will once again share his expertise with us. 
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We have three outings planned for November: 

•         A night shoot at Nagle Road to photograph car light trails – organized by Bryan 

Marjoram with assistance from Elisabeth LaFontaine – date to be determined 

•         November 11th – Remembrance Day – Any place, any event that you wish.  We 

suggest looking for the details – expressions, uniforms etc. 

•         November 13th – a trip to the Cobourg train station and to Legacy Vintage Building 

Materials and Antiques – organized by Norm Rae.  The rain date is November 20th.  

We are now getting ready to plan outings for December, January and February.  We 

encourage your input.  Chances are if you find a place or event interesting to shoot, others 

will too.  If you are willing to share your knowledge and skill with us in an informal 

workshop setting we would also like to hear from you.  Contact Sandra Peters at 

npcoutingsdirector@gmail.com or speak with one of the members on the outings committee: 

– Norm Rae, Bryan Marjoram, Terry Self, Myra Pritchett, Elisabeth LaFontaine and 

Susanne Pacey. 

 Not outings but events that may be of interest to our club members  

Profusion on November 13th and 14th in Toronto at the Metro Convention Centre.  Tickets 

are free. 

https://www.profusionexpo.com/ 

On November 1st from 6-10 pm Peterborough has its annual pumpkin parade – the last time 

for the jack-o-lanterns to glow.  Last year there were 370 jack-o-lanterns in attendance.  

https://kawarthanow.com/event/47760/annual-pumpkin-parade/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:npcoutingsdirector@gmail.com
https://www.profusionexpo.com/
https://kawarthanow.com/event/47760/annual-pumpkin-parade/
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Techniques & Tips 

by Patrick Romano 

 

Now that we have had a very successful outing 

learning how to do portraits I thought it is a good 

time to up our abilities and methods.  Here are a 

few ideas to try. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Best Camera Settings for Portrait Photography -A Post By: Craig Beckta - sent 

https://digital-photography-school.com/best-camera-settings-portrait-photography/ 

Getting to Grips with Fill Light in Portrait Photography - A Post By: John McIntire 

https://digital-photography-school.com/fill-light-in-portrait-photography/ 

How to Plan and Pull-Off a Toddler Photo Session - A Post By: Mat Coker 

https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-plan-and-pull-off-a-toddler-photo-session/ 

10 Tips to Create Emotive Portraits - A Post By: John McIntire 

https://digital-photography-school.com/create-emotive-portraits/ 

Johan The Ultimate Guide to Photographing People for the Shy Photographer - A Post By: 

Kevin Landwer- 

https://digital-photography-school.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-photographing-people-for-the-

shy-photographer/ 

Simple Tips to Improve Your Portrait Photography Immediately - A Post By: John McIntire 

https://digital-photography-school.com/simple-tips-to-improve-your-portrait-photography-

immediately/ 

How to Use Lighting and Gels for Modern Portrait Photography [video] - A Post By: Caz 

Nowaczyk 

https://digital-photography-school.com/gels-for-modern-portrait-photography/ 

How to Choose Urban Landscapes for Portrait Photography - A Post By: Matt Murray 

https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-choose-urban-landscapes-for-portrait-

photography/ 

Getting to Grips with Fill Light in Portrait Photography - A Post By: John McIntire 

https://digital-photography-school.com/fill-light-in-portrait-photography/ 

How Using Props in Portraits Can Make Your Photos More Interesting - A Post By: Kevin 

Landwer-Johan 

https://digital-photography-school.com/using-props-in-portraits-make-them-interesting/ 

How To Achieve Better High-Key Photographs - A Post By: Kevin Landwer-Johan 

https://digital-photography-school.com/high-key-photographs/ 

4 Tips for Achieving Flattering Portraits - A Post By: Lily Sawyer 

https://digital-photography-school.com/4-tips-for-achieving-flattering-portraits/ 

https://digital-photography-school.com/best-camera-settings-portrait-photography/
https://digital-photography-school.com/fill-light-in-portrait-photography/
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-plan-and-pull-off-a-toddler-photo-session/
https://digital-photography-school.com/create-emotive-portraits/
https://digital-photography-school.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-photographing-people-for-the-shy-photographer/
https://digital-photography-school.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-photographing-people-for-the-shy-photographer/
https://digital-photography-school.com/simple-tips-to-improve-your-portrait-photography-immediately/
https://digital-photography-school.com/simple-tips-to-improve-your-portrait-photography-immediately/
https://digital-photography-school.com/gels-for-modern-portrait-photography/
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-choose-urban-landscapes-for-portrait-photography/
https://digital-photography-school.com/how-to-choose-urban-landscapes-for-portrait-photography/
https://digital-photography-school.com/fill-light-in-portrait-photography/
https://digital-photography-school.com/using-props-in-portraits-make-them-interesting/
https://digital-photography-school.com/high-key-photographs/
https://digital-photography-school.com/4-tips-for-achieving-flattering-portraits/
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Figure 1NPC Bulletin Board 

 

 

 

 

POSTING UPCOMING EVENTS AND                                                            

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO  NPC MEMBERS 

 

>The Canadian Geographic 34th Annual Photo Competition is open now and the deadline is 

December 31st at midnight. Some members might be interested in entering it since it’s free 

and the prizes are excellent.  

Here’s the  link: 

>  https://annual19.canadiangeographic.ca/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&ut

m_campaign=cangeo_photonews   (Submitted by Susan Dubois) 

 

>This is a different contest that might be of interest to some members: It’s the “International 

Filter Photo” contest. Again, free to enter and some excellent prizes; as the name implies, it’s 

a contest where a filter was used.  

  

>https://sg-

g.jp/photocontest/filtercontest2019/en/?fbclid=IwAR2yNO7HjVrcuXNwXEU1qSIRK7I

SR27dBy5Wr-XlDzou__z3uQPj4jF0FeQ     (Submitted by Susan Dubois) 

 

➢ Congratulations to Terry Self on being a Winner at the 14th Annual Black & White 

Spider Awards for his Honorable Mention in Nude (“My Head Sings”) and his Nominee 

in Nude (“Inked”). For this year’s competition, 6,418 entries were received from 73 

countries. The Jury represented some of the biggest names in the industry such as The 

Guardian, Harper's Bazaar and The Discovery Channel.”   (David O’Rourke) 

PPPSSSSTT!!!                                                             
This space is available for any notices you feel would be important, or 

of interest, to members of the Northumberland Photo Club.  

Please send directly to Larry Keeley – lkeeley@cogeco.ca. Please use 

Times New Roman font, and size 12.  Photos are also welcomed. 

 

 

 

https://annual19.canadiangeographic.ca/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=cangeo_photonews
https://annual19.canadiangeographic.ca/?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=cangeo_photonews
https://sg-g.jp/photocontest/filtercontest2019/en/?fbclid=IwAR2yNO7HjVrcuXNwXEU1qSIRK7ISR27dBy5Wr-XlDzou__z3uQPj4jF0FeQ
https://sg-g.jp/photocontest/filtercontest2019/en/?fbclid=IwAR2yNO7HjVrcuXNwXEU1qSIRK7ISR27dBy5Wr-XlDzou__z3uQPj4jF0FeQ
https://sg-g.jp/photocontest/filtercontest2019/en/?fbclid=IwAR2yNO7HjVrcuXNwXEU1qSIRK7ISR27dBy5Wr-XlDzou__z3uQPj4jF0FeQ
mailto:lkeeley@cogeco.ca
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The Last Page 

by Larry Keeley 

 

For those of us who enjoy capturing nature and wildlife images, the 

months of September and October provide some of the best shooting 

times of the entire year. Our picturesque and ever-flowing Ganaraska 

River is gorged, from bank to bank, with thousands of fish responding 

to the age-old call to reproduce. 

 

When they reach the 

upper banks of the river, the females deposit 

their eggs which are immediately fertilized by 

the accompanying males. Upon hatching, the 

new-born fingerlings move downstream to the 

lake and, in some species, the ocean. Here 

they will spend their adult lives. To complete 

their life cycle, they will return to the 

spawning beds from where they were hatched, 

two to seven years later. 

 

 

 
 

And, of course, where there are fish, there are would-be fish catchers! In addition, thousands 

of tourists are drawn annually to our little community and its 

surrounding area, to witness this exciting event, much to the delight of 

our ‘people’ photographers. 

Along with the fish, are the millions of Monarch butterflies, and other 

species, that use the shorelines of Lake Ontario as their staging 

grounds to prepare for their long flight to the mountainous regions of 

Mexico. 

A satisfying time of the year, September and October, for our avid 

photographers. Now, we look forward to what photo ops the fall and 

early winter months will bring. More on that next month.     

Many thanks to Patricia Calder and Elisabeth M. La Fontaine for their outstanding 

efforts in producing materials for this edition of The Monitor. It is so very much 

appreciated!  


